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A cement is a binder, a chemical substance 
used for construction that sets, hardens, and 
adheres to other materials to bind them 
together.

 India is the world’s second-largest producer of 
cement. It accounts for more than 7% of the 
global installed capacity. Currently, India is 
producing 278 million tons of cement per 
annum. The industry is expected to reach 
550-600 million tons per annum by 2025. The 
industry experts consider government 
programs such as Housing for all by 2022, 
Make in India, Creation of 100 Smart Cities, 
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, and concrete road 
projects as the major factors behind the 
flourishing of India’s cement market.

What is cement made from?

Cement is manufactured through a closely 
controlled chemical combination of calcium, 
silicon, aluminum, iron and other ingredients. 
Common materials used to manufacture 
cement include limestone, shells, and chalk or 
marl combined with shale, clay, slate, blast 
furnace slag, silica sand, and iron ore.

“If we combine both inward and outward 
logistics, it contributes to more than 35 percent 
of total cement cost.” 

With a high impact of logistics and supply chain 
on the cement manufacturers, let’s first 
understand which parameters decide the 
freight cost of cement. Here are the major 
elements associated with the supply chain of 
the cement industry; 

 Power and Fuel Costs

 Tax Duties

 Transportation Costs

 Other Infrastructure Expenses.

The method you choose for the process 
depends on your destination requirements. 
Below article will explain all the modes and 
precautions taken that can be used for 
transport and shipping of cement.

“Did you know that to produce 1 ton of 
cement, manufacturers require 180-250 kg 
of coal and 1.5 tons of limestone”.

How is cement Manufactured?

*Approximate Prices

Initiatives to Improve Cement Logistics:

With the change in customer expectations and 
especially the pressure put by Covid19 on 
cement manufacturers previously, the sector is 
taking the right steps to transport at the right 
time. Here are some major initiatives in 
progress to improve the logistics in the cement 
industry.

To integrate technology in the logistics and 
supply chain industry to improve the 
operations of manufacturers, the government 
is pushing new-age startups to build 
tech-enabled solutions to solve complex world 
challenges through Aatma-Nirbhar Bharat. The 
government is pushing manufacturers and 
logistics managers towards digitization 
through E-way bills, Fast tags, E-voicing, and 
GPS-based tolls. Small, medium and large 
enterprises are moving towards tech-based 
software to streamline their logistics and 
supply chain operations. The reasonable cost 

of technologies such as cloud computing, IoT 
sensors, and GPS trackers makes it easily 
accessible to manufacturers of all sizes. 

The government is improving the logistics 
infrastructure to help manufacturers in the 
timely delivery of raw materials, semi & 
finished goods. The National Highways 
Development Projects aims to expand India’s 
existing express network of 2000 km and plans 
to add 18,637 km of greenfield expressways by 
end of 2022. 

Automation and digitization solutions are also 
helping cement manufacturers in green 
logistics and reducing the carbon footprint. For 
instance, GPS-enabled Toll helps in zero 
wastage of fuel and power.

Key Factors Highlighted in cement 
industries are as follows.

“Lack of integrated end-to-end supply chain 
planning and optimization creates major 
operational challenges for cement 
manufacturers.”

How is Cement transported:

When it comes to cement transportation, there 
are multiple options available, via Sea, Road, 
Railways.

By Sea – From plant - Cement Carrier Vessel – 
Various Ports – By Unloading shuts / Grabs – 
Trucks – Distributors – Retailers / Destinations. 
(Refer to for detailed information - 
https://bulkcarrierguide.com/bulk-cement-&-cl
inker-handling.html)

Cement cargo in bulk can:

• Solidify when wet

• Retain heat for a considerable period when 
loaded warm

• Easily stick to non-smooth surfaces

• Be affected or contaminated by residues of 
previous cargoes. These may reduce the 
cements binding capacity

• produce considerable dust causing 
problems in the upper parts of the holds

Cement cargo hold preparation and 
cleaning before loading:

• The holds (sides and tank top) and bilges 
must be completely dry.

• Cargo holds should be clean and 
odour-free. 

• The hold air should be dry ahead of loading; 
use dehumidifiers if on board for several 
days before loading.

By Road: From Plant- Trucks – Distributors – 
Retailors / Destination.

By Railways:  From Plant – Trucks – Rail 
Siding – Loaded in Train rakes – Destination 
– Trucks – Distributors – Retailers / 
Destination.

Rail siding precautions

• Before loading, condition of rakes to be 
thoroughly inspected.

• Tarpaulins to be spread on the bottom 
surface.

• Check for holes, damages in the rakes. 
Should be water tight in all aspects, or 
repairs to be carried out.

• Doors to be fixed with plastic liner of high 
GSMs to prevent wet damages

• Clear the rail siding ASAP or as directives 
from railway authorities.

• Cement bags to be stacked on wooden 
pallet or similar to avoid direct contact of 
ground / concrete.

• Proper manual handling as discussed in 
above slides.

• Tracking System.

How to check the quality of cement? 

The cement bag comes with all the printed 
details like Manufactured date, MRP of the bag, 
Brand name, ISI mark, Grade & type of cement, 
etc. as shown above. You have to check all 
these details to ensure the quality of the 
cement before buying them.

Concerns / Loss trend of Cement Damages / 
losses.

We can’t always trust the weather forecast! A 
sudden lite downpour of rain is enough to 
damage the stacked cement bags and highly 
impact the loss ratio of a stable company, 
hence utmost care to be taken before stacking 
cement. Ensure the space is well sheltered, 
ventilated and minimum 150 mm to 200 mm 
clear above the floor. If in need at rail side, 
stacks to be covered by good quality tarpaulins 
and as early as practicable to be shifted to 
shaded warehouse.

Precautions for Cement Bag Handling

• Never Drop the Bags

• Pick up From the Bottom Side

• Roll Over Before Lifting 

• Pick Up Correctly 

• Check for Sharp Objects in truck, carry 
Properly

• Do not Hold from the Ends

• Never Step on the Bags

• Lay the Bags Properly    

• Use the Trolley Correctly 

• Carefully Place Bags on the Trolley
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Clinker is a nodular material produced
in the kilning stage during the production

of cement and is used as the binder
in many cement products. The lumps or

nodules of clinker are usually
of diameter 3-25 mm and

dark grey in color.
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When it comes to cement transportation, there 
are multiple options available, via Sea, Road, 
Railways.

By Sea – From plant - Cement Carrier Vessel – 
Various Ports – By Unloading shuts / Grabs – 
Trucks – Distributors – Retailers / Destinations. 
(Refer to for detailed information - 
https://bulkcarrierguide.com/bulk-cement-&-cl
inker-handling.html)

Cement cargo in bulk can:

• Solidify when wet

• Retain heat for a considerable period when 
loaded warm

• Easily stick to non-smooth surfaces

• Be affected or contaminated by residues of 
previous cargoes. These may reduce the 
cements binding capacity

• produce considerable dust causing 
problems in the upper parts of the holds

Cement cargo hold preparation and 
cleaning before loading:

• The holds (sides and tank top) and bilges 
must be completely dry.

• Cargo holds should be clean and 
odour-free. 

• The hold air should be dry ahead of loading; 
use dehumidifiers if on board for several 
days before loading.

By Road: From Plant- Trucks – Distributors – 
Retailors / Destination.

By Railways:  From Plant – Trucks – Rail 
Siding – Loaded in Train rakes – Destination 
– Trucks – Distributors – Retailers / 
Destination.

Rail siding precautions

• Before loading, condition of rakes to be 
thoroughly inspected.

• Tarpaulins to be spread on the bottom 
surface.

• Check for holes, damages in the rakes. 
Should be water tight in all aspects, or 
repairs to be carried out.

• Doors to be fixed with plastic liner of high 
GSMs to prevent wet damages

• Clear the rail siding ASAP or as directives 
from railway authorities.

• Cement bags to be stacked on wooden 
pallet or similar to avoid direct contact of 
ground / concrete.

• Proper manual handling as discussed in 
above slides.

• Tracking System.

How to check the quality of cement? 

The cement bag comes with all the printed 
details like Manufactured date, MRP of the bag, 
Brand name, ISI mark, Grade & type of cement, 
etc. as shown above. You have to check all 
these details to ensure the quality of the 
cement before buying them.

Concerns / Loss trend of Cement Damages / 
losses.

We can’t always trust the weather forecast! A 
sudden lite downpour of rain is enough to 
damage the stacked cement bags and highly 
impact the loss ratio of a stable company, 
hence utmost care to be taken before stacking 
cement. Ensure the space is well sheltered, 
ventilated and minimum 150 mm to 200 mm 
clear above the floor. If in need at rail side, 
stacks to be covered by good quality tarpaulins 
and as early as practicable to be shifted to 
shaded warehouse.

Precautions for Cement Bag Handling

• Never Drop the Bags

• Pick up From the Bottom Side

• Roll Over Before Lifting 

• Pick Up Correctly 

• Check for Sharp Objects in truck, carry 
Properly

• Do not Hold from the Ends

• Never Step on the Bags

• Lay the Bags Properly    

• Use the Trolley Correctly 

• Carefully Place Bags on the Trolley



A cement is a binder, a chemical substance 
used for construction that sets, hardens, and 
adheres to other materials to bind them 
together.

 India is the world’s second-largest producer of 
cement. It accounts for more than 7% of the 
global installed capacity. Currently, India is 
producing 278 million tons of cement per 
annum. The industry is expected to reach 
550-600 million tons per annum by 2025. The 
industry experts consider government 
programs such as Housing for all by 2022, 
Make in India, Creation of 100 Smart Cities, 
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, and concrete road 
projects as the major factors behind the 
flourishing of India’s cement market.

What is cement made from?

Cement is manufactured through a closely 
controlled chemical combination of calcium, 
silicon, aluminum, iron and other ingredients. 
Common materials used to manufacture 
cement include limestone, shells, and chalk or 
marl combined with shale, clay, slate, blast 
furnace slag, silica sand, and iron ore.

“If we combine both inward and outward 
logistics, it contributes to more than 35 percent 
of total cement cost.” 

With a high impact of logistics and supply chain 
on the cement manufacturers, let’s first 
understand which parameters decide the 
freight cost of cement. Here are the major 
elements associated with the supply chain of 
the cement industry; 

 Power and Fuel Costs

 Tax Duties

 Transportation Costs

 Other Infrastructure Expenses.

The method you choose for the process 
depends on your destination requirements. 
Below article will explain all the modes and 
precautions taken that can be used for 
transport and shipping of cement.

“Did you know that to produce 1 ton of 
cement, manufacturers require 180-250 kg 
of coal and 1.5 tons of limestone”.

How is cement Manufactured?

*Approximate Prices

Initiatives to Improve Cement Logistics:
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The cement bag comes with all the printed 
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etc. as shown above. You have to check all 
these details to ensure the quality of the 
cement before buying them.
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We can’t always trust the weather forecast! A 
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damage the stacked cement bags and highly 
impact the loss ratio of a stable company, 
hence utmost care to be taken before stacking 
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Guidelines while storing cement:

Cement is a hygroscopic product. That means it absorbs moisture from the atmosphere and 
undergoes a chemical reaction known as hydration. The reacted cement turns into a hardened 
mass or you may observe stone-like cement lumps scattered within all parts of the bag where the 
reaction takes place.

To ensure the quality and safety of the concrete structure, it becomes necessary to follow some 
guidelines, so that the stored cement remains intact without any compromise in its quality. The 
shelf life of cement is 3 months from the date of manufacture. When cement comes in contact of 
moisture, it undergoes a process called Hydration. This makes it crucial to protect cement from 
moisture even within the 3 month period. This is why it is important to store cement carefully and 
prevent it from coming in contact with moisture.

• Keep cement protected from dampness and moisture

• Do not place cement bags directly on concrete or wood

 floors, use pallets

• Handle cement bags carefully

• Keep cement bags protected during transportation.

• Store cement bags separately

• Provide adequate ventilation when stored in pallets

 in warehouses

• Rotate cement bags on a first in first out basis, (FIFO).

• Store leftover cement carefully



CEMENT - STORAGE AND TRANPORTATION

DODON’T



How to stack cement:

• The cement should be stacked on the 
wooden plank, which should be at least 6 
inches above the floor level.

• The wooden plank should be covered with 
tarpaulin or plastic sheets before stacking 
the cement.

• The distance between the cement bags and 
the nearest wall should be at least one foot 
from each other.

• The stack should not be more than 10 
cement bags in height.

• The width of the stacked cement bags 
should not be more than 10ft. ( 3m ) or 4 
bags in length.

• To prevent air circulation, there should not 
be any gaps or voids in between the 

stacked rows & columns of the bags.

• Prevent unloading & lifting of the cement 
bags by hooks to keep them 
moisture-proof.



Best Industry practices for Loading:

Belt conveyors can be used to transport 
products in a straight line or through changes 
in elevation or direction. It reduces man power 
and damages due to manual handling.

Best Industry practices: for Loading in 
Container with Tarpaulines inside the 
Container.

Cement Ship Unloader Use Cylinder Hydraulics



Best Industry practices for Loading:

Belt conveyors can be used to transport 
products in a straight line or through changes 
in elevation or direction. It reduces man power 
and damages due to manual handling.

Best Industry practices: for Loading in 
Container with Tarpaulines inside the 
Container.

Cement Ship Unloader Use Cylinder Hydraulics

Cement Ship Unloader Gantry Crane On Shipyard



PHOTOS OF THE MONTH



BACK-TO-BASICS

QUESTION OF THE MONTH

LAST MONTH’S QUESTION

ANSWER

Please find below list of winners, (In order of replies received).

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Order of
Replies Name Organization

Prashant Bhosale

Hema Raghav

Jayesh Nair

Rashmi Makwana

Sohag Parikh

Mitul Shah 

Lokesh Penta

Aditya Birla Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd. - Mumbai

Optima Insurance Brokers Pvt Ltd

Optima Insurance Brokers Pvt Ltd

Technopolis Insurance Brokers Pvt Ltd  

Zydus Lifesciences Limited

Probitas Insurance Brokers Pvt Ltd , Vadodara 

WMG Risk Advisory & Insurance Broking Services Pvt Ltd

Q) Is there any shelf life of cement? 

Please send your replies/ answers ONLY to: marine.newslink@tataaig.com

Enlist some of the points that can ensure robust packaging of Solar Panels?

Below are some of points can insure Robust Packaging of Solar Panels.

1.  Corner protectors

2.  Adequate buffering between panels.

3.  Cushioning on the sides.

4.  Using vertical mechanical paper stiffeners at the corners.

5.  Using lids covers for master shipper with plastic bandings of high strength.

6.  Palletization



IF YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS/ FEEDBACK PLEASE SEND IT TO

Shioram Balachandran (98206 34466)

SVP & National Head - Marine

Email: marine.newslink@tataaig.com

Capt. Hazique M. Shaikh (7666 981238)

Marine Loss Control Engineering

Shahid Dakhway (9967179600)

Marine Loss Control Engineering

Tata-AIG General Insurance Company Limited,

15th Floor, Tower A, Peninsula Business Park, 

G.K. Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013.

www.tataaig.com
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